Defects in the structure and expression of the genes for the T cell marker Rt6 in NZW and (NZB x NZW)F1 mice.
Rt6 is a T cell-restricted GPI-anchored membrane protein and a member of the family of mono(ADP-ribosyl)transferases. One of the two murine Rt6 genes is deleted in NZW mice. This finding is reminiscent of the deletion of one of the TCR beta genes in the same mouse strain and it is an intriguing possibility that these gene deletions arose by a common genetic mechanism. The Rt6 locus retained by the NZW mouse (designated Rt6-1) is polymorphic among inbred strains of laboratory mice. The NZW mouse shows several strain-specific restriction fragment length variants in this Rt6 locus and five amino acid substitutions occur in the predicted native Rt6 polypeptide of the NZW mouse relative to the corresponding polypeptides of NZB and BALB/c mice. Whereas transcript levels of the two Rt6 genes appear to be normal in spleen and intestine of NZB mice, the corresponding tissues of NZW mice show reduced levels of transcripts from the Rt6 locus retained in this mouse strain. Moreover, reduced levels of Rt6 mRNA also occur in spleen and intestine of (NZB x NZW)F1 hybrid animals, indicating that F1 animals have inherited a dominant factor from the genetic background of the NZW mouse, resulting in low levels of Rt6 expression. It is conceivable that the alterations in the Rt6 genes of the NZW mouse and/or the factor(s) affecting defective Rt6 expression constitute part of the genetic contribution of the NZW mouse to the autoimmune lupus-like disease in (NZB x NZW)F1 animals.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)